EYES IN Magazine (MagBook) issue 19 features
the World's Most Innovative Creators
May 3, 2013
New York, NY (RPRN) 05/03/13 — Each
creator is interviewed about their life,
profession, thirst for innovation,
inspirational milestones and how their
work evolves or revolutionizes the world
over time.
Vivian Van Dijk, Editor-in-Chief and
President of EYES IN Magazine™ (Periodic
Publication), introduces another captivating
issue of her critically acclaimed EYES IN
Magazine™. Issue 19 features creators
including architect professor Ben van
Berkel, vocalist Krishna Das, astronaut
Jerry L. Ross, ex-Navy Seal, founder and
CEO of TRX Suspension Training Program Randy Hetrick and artist and technology
fashion designer, Amy Winters.
Snippets of these interviews include:
Architecture/Design: Innovative Creator,
Architect & Designer Professor Ben van
Berkel

Cover of Issue 19 of EYES IN Magazine
for architecture. It was a valuable lesson. "

"My mother took me to Venice one time and
showed me all the houses where famous
composers used to live. It gave me a
fascination for music and the city, but also

Film/Music: A Bridge between Souls: "One Track Heart: The
Story of Krishna Das"
"Meditation, yoga and the wisdom teachings have given me
tools to begin retraining my mind away from reactiveness and
smallminded views, towards a more stable connection to a
deeper,
subtler appreciation of life."
Science/Technology: Jerry L. Ross - America's Spacewalker
"I do think we will have a group of people living on the moon,
conducting experiments and mining for materials for us to use
on Earth."
Health/Beauty: Randy Hetrick- The TRX Challenge: Taking
Fitness to the Next Level

Sculptures by Will Kurtz

"I've always been a bit of an agitator for productive change, so
finding solutions to problems that present themselves has always been a part of my nature."
Fashion/Technology: Harnessing Technology for Fashion: Amy Winters

"I think if some of the different minds and disciplines start talking and working together, better
products, processes and ideas could be executed."
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About EYES IN Magazine™ Corp:
As a publisher of the world's innovative creators & their masterpieces, EYES IN Magazine™ (MagBook) spotlights
innovation in fields of architecture, art, artists, beauty, books, culinary arts, culture, design, fashion, film, finance,
health, music, photography, real estate, science, technology and travel. It is a must read for anyone who wants to
stay informed on global trends, upcoming and celebrity creators in these areas. EYES IN Magazine™ (MagBook)
delivers a state-of-the-art visual experience into the minds & works of the most stunning creators under the
artistic & innovative view from Editor-in-Chief, Author, and Art Director, Vivian Van Dijk. EYES IN Magazine™
releases digital publications once per month via the EYES IN Magazine™ app on the Apple Newsstand as well as
on the Amazon Kindle, Google Play, and Barnes & Noble Nook. Access to EYES IN Magazine™ just got easier
with our new Kindle Edition App available for Android free at Amazon.com - http://amzn.to/10FwejR.
The company also sells printed collector books via CreateSpace and Lulu.com. The publications are a beautiful
extension of EYES IN Magazine's main brand, EYESIN.com. The Website is on average viewed by nearly 100
countries daily. Creators in those countries are the fruitful nutrition for exciting articles on the Website and for the
monthly EYES IN Magazine™ (Periodic Publication). For media, self-publishing, PR for Creators and sponsorship
or advertising inquiries, please contact Vivian Van Dijk at Vivian_Van_Dijk@eyesin.com. To learn more visit
www.eyesin.com.
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